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Abstract

In this paper, we describe the system we use
in the NTCIR-3 CLIR (cross language IR)
task. We participate the SLIR (single lan-
guage IR) track. In our system, we use
a self-supervised word-segmentation technique
for Chinese information retrieval, which com-
bines the advantages of traditional dictio-
nary based approaches with character based
approaches, while overcoming many of their
shortcomings. This method is completely lan-
guage independent and unsupervised, which
provides a promising avenue for constructing
accurate multi-lingual or cross-lingual infor-
mation retrieval systems that are flexible and
adaptive.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we propose an EM-based
method for Chinese information retrieval
which has many of the advantages of both
the character based approach and the dictio-
nary based approach, while overcoming many
of the shortcomings of both methods. We
call our approach self-supervised segmenta-
tion. In self-supervised segmentation, no pre-
defined lexicon is required. Instead, all that
is needed is a large unsegmented training
corpus—which is almost always easy to ob-
tain. We automatically learn a lexicon and
lexical distribution from the training corpus
by using the EM algorithm [10], and then
segment the collections using the Viterbi al-
gorithm [24]. Unlike previous EM word seg-
mentation methods [11], where one lexicon
is learnt, we learn two lexicons (for reasons

outlined below). Since our segmentation ap-
proach is completely unsupervised and lan-
guage independent, it can be easily adapted
to other languages.

The rest of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 first introduces the self-
supervised word segmentation algorithm, and
Section 3 then briefly describes the weighting
methods we use in the experiments. Section 4
then presents the experiments we have con-
ducted on the NTCIR data set. Conclusions
are given in Section 5.

2 Self-supervised Segmenta-
tion

In a general word segmentation task where
there are no identifying markers between
words, one could effectively exploit known
words to guide the segmentation of unknown
words. For example, if the word “computer”
is already known then upon seeing the text
“computerscience” it is natural to segment
“science” as a possible new word. To ex-
ploit this observation, we develop an EM
based word discovery method that is a vari-
ant of standard EM training, but avoids get-
ting trapped in local maxima by keeping two
lexicons: a core lexicon which contains words
that are judged to be trustworthy, and a can-
didate lexicon which contains all other candi-
date words that are not in the core lexicon.

Assume we have a sequence of characters
C = c1c2...cT that we wish to segment into
chunks S = s1s2...sM , where T is the number
of characters in the sequence and M is the
number of words in the segmentation. Here
chunks si will be chosen from the core lex-
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icon V1 = {si, i = 1, ..., |V1|} or the candi-
date lexicon V2 = {sj , j = 1, ..., |V2|}. If
we already have the probability distributions
θ = {θi|θi = p(si), i = 1, ..., |V1|} defined over
the core lexicon and φ = {φj |φj = p(sj), j =
1, ..., |V2|} over the candidate lexicon, then
we can recover the most likely segmentation
of the sequence C = c1c2...cT into chunks
S = s1s2...sM as follows. First, for any given
segmentation S of C, we can calculate the
joint likelihood of S and C by

prob(S, C|θ, φ) =
M1∏
i=1

p(si)
2

M2∏
j=1

p(sj)
2

=
1

2M

M∏
k=1

p(sk)

where M1 is the number of chunks occur-
ring in the core lexicon, M2 is the number
of chunks occurring in the candidate lexi-
con, and sk can come from either lexicon.
(Note that each chunk sk must come from ex-
actly one of the core or candidate lexicons.)
Our task is to find the segmentation S∗ that
achieves the maximum likelihood:

S∗ = argmax
S

{prob(S, C|θ, φ)} (1)

Given a probability distribution defined by θ
and φ over the lexicon, the Viterbi algorithm
can be used to efficiently compute the best
segmentation S of character string C. Esti-
mation of the probabilities can be done by the
EM algorithm. The parameter re-estimation
formulas are as follows.

θk+1
i =

∑
S #(si, S) × prob(S, C|θk, φk)∑

si

∑
S #(si, S) × prob(S, C|θk, φk)

(2)

φk+1
j =

∑
S #(sj , S) × prob(S, C|θk, φk)∑

sj

∑
S #(sj , S) × prob(S, C|θk, φk)

(3)
where #(si, S) is the number of times si oc-
curring the segmentation S.

The two lexicons are constructed automat-
ically as follows. Let us define C1, C2 as the
training corpus and the validation corpus re-
spectively, and let V1 and V 2 be the core can-
didate lexicons respectively. Initially, V1 is set
to be empty and V2 is initialized to contain
all candidate “words” that are generated from
the training corpus by enumerating contigu-
ous character strings of lengths 1 to L for some

predefined maximum length L. In a first pass,
starting from the uniform distribution, EM is
used to increase the likelihood of the train-
ing corpus C1. When the training process
stabilizes, the M words with highest proba-
bility are selected from V2 and moved to V1,
after which all the probabilities are rescaled
so that V1 and V2 each contain half the to-
tal probability mass. EM is then run again.
The rationale for shifting half of the proba-
bility mass to V1 is that this increases the
influence of core words in determining seg-
mentations and allows them to act as more
effective guides in processing the training se-
quence. We call this procedure of successively
moving the top M words to V1 forward se-
lection. Forward selection is repeated until
the segmentation performance of Viterbi on
the validation corpus C2 leads to a decrease
in F-measure (which means we must have in-
cluded some erroneous words in the core lex-
icon). After forward selection terminates, M
is decremented and we carry out a process of
backward deletion, where the M words with
the lowest probability in V1 are moved back to
V2, and EM training is successively repeated
until F-measure again decreases on the vali-
dation corpus C2 (which means we must have
deleted some correct core words). The two
procedures of forward selection and backward
deletion are alternated, decrementing M at
each alternation, until M ≤ 0;

3 Probabilistic Term Weight-
ing

In an attempt to ensure that the phenom-
ena we observe are not specific to a particular
retrieval technique, we experimented with a
parameterized term weighting scheme which
allowed us to control the quality of retrieval
performance. We considered a refined term
weighting scheme based on the the standard
term weighting function

w0 = log
N − n + 0.5

n + 0.5
(4)

where N is the number of indexed docu-
ments in the collection, and n is the number
of documents containing a specific term [26].
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Many researchers have shown that augment-
ing this basic function to take into account
document length, as well as within-document
and within-query frequencies, can be highly
beneficial in English text retrieval [2]. For ex-
ample, one standard augmentation is to use

w1 = w0 ∗ (c1 + 1) ∗ tf
K + tf

∗ (c2 + 1 ) ∗ qtf
c2 + qtf

(5)

where

K = c1 ∗
(

1 − c3 + c3
dl

avdl

)

Here tf is within-document term frequency,
qtf is within-query term frequency, dl is the
length of the document, avdl is the average
document length, and c1, c2, c3 are tuning
constants that depend on the database, the
nature of the queries, and are empirically de-
termined. However, to truly achieve state-
of-the-art retrieval performance, and also to
allow for the quality of retrieval to be manip-
ulated, we further augmented this standard
term weighting scheme with an extra correc-
tion term

w2 = w1 ⊕ kd ∗ y (6)

This correction allows us to more accurately
account for the length of the document. Here
⊕ indicates that the component is added only
once per document, rather than for each term,
and

y =




ln( dl
avdl ) + ln(c4) if dl ≤ rel avdl

(
ln( rel avdl

avdl ) + ln(c4)
) (

1 − dl−rel avdl
c5∗avdl−rel avdl

)
if dl > rel avdl

where rel avdl is the average relevant docu-
ment length calculated from previous queries
based on the same collection of documents.
Overall, this term weighting formula has five
tuning constants, c1 to c5, which are all set
from previous research on English text re-
trieval and some initial experiments on Chi-
nese text retrieval. In our experiments, the
values of the five arbitrary constants c1, c2,
c3, c4 and c5 were set to 2.0, 5.0, 0.75, 3 and
26 respectively.

The key constant is the quantity kd, which
is the new tuning constant that we manipulate

to control the influence of correction factor,
and hence control the retrieval quality. By
setting kd to different values, we have different
term weighting methods in our experiments.
In our experiments, we tested kd set to values
of 0, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 50.

4 Experiments and Analyses

4.1 Experiment setup and data sets

The document collection used in NTCIR03 in-
clude CIRB011 and CIRB020. CIRB011 doc-
uments come from Central Daily News, China
Daily News Chinatimes Commercial, China-
times Express and China Times. The statis-
tics of CIRB011 are listed in Table 1.

News Agency # of Document Per.
Chinatimes 38,163 28.8%

Chinatimes Commercial 25,812 19.5%
Chinatimes Express 5,747 4.4%
Central Daily News 27,770 21.0%
China Daily News 34,728 26.3%

Total 132,173 200MB

Table 1: statistics of CIRB011

CIRB020 are news articles published by
United Daily News (udn.com) from 1998-01-
01 to 1999-12-31. CIRB020 contains 249,508
news articles in total. In total, the NTCIR
Chinese collection consists of 381,681 docu-
ments and 50 topics 1 encoded using BIG5
coding scheme and marked with XML. The
minimum, maximum and average document
sizes are 0, 29,540 and 1,223 bytes. Each topic
has several fields: T (Topic) field, D (Desc)
filed, N (Narr) filed and C (Conc) field. Key-
words can be extracted from the combination
of these fields.

The NTCIR relevance judgments for each
topic came from the human assessors The rel-
evance judgments will be done in four grades,
highly relevant, relevant, partially relevant
and irrelevant. Several measures are used to
evaluate the retrieval result which is an or-
dered set of retrieved documents. The mea-
sures include Average Precision: average pre-
cision over all 11 recall points (0.0, 0.1, 0.2,...,

1Actually, there are only 42 valid topics
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1.0); R-Precision: precision after the number
of documents retrieved is equal to the num-
ber of known relevant documents for a query;
and Precision at # docs: precision after #
documents have been retrieved. Detailed de-
scriptions of these measures can be found in
[28].

Our segmenter is trained on the training
set C1 with validation set C2 (see section 2),
where C1 is 90M data which contains one
year of People’s Daily news service stories
(www.snweb.com) and corpus C2 used here
is a randomly selected 2000 sentence subset
of the Chinese Treebank from LDCwhich is
has been segmented by hand. Our segmenta-
tion accuracy is around 70-74% on the Chi-
nese Treebank.

4.2 Experimental Results

We submitted 4 runs: WATERLOO-C-C-
TDNC-01 (Run 1), WATERLOO-C-C-C-02
(Run 2), WATERLOO-C-C-D-03 (Run 3) and
WATERLOO-C-C-C-04 (Run 4). However,
due to some reason, our WATERLOO-C-C-
C-02 did not have evaluation results, so we
are not discussing it here. The name format
of the runs follows the NTCIR3 dry run sub-
mission instruction.

4.2.1 WATERLOO-C-C-TDNC-01

In this run, the query keywords are extracted
from the combination of fields title (T), desc
(D), narr (N) and conc (C). In Table 2, we
show the results of this run and also include
the overall statistics of NTCIR3: maximum
value (Max.), minimum value (Min.) and av-
erage value (Avg.).

In summary, the average precision is a little
below the average, and P-Precision and the
Precisions at a specific number are above the
averages.

4.2.2 WATERLOO-C-C-D-03

In this run, the query key words are extracted
from the desc (D) field. The evaluation results
are given in Table 3. The overall statistics are
not available.

Rigid Evaluation
Max. Min. Avg. WATERLOO

Avg. Pre. 0.3435 0.0347 0.2263 0.2251
R-Pre. 0.3463 0.0327 0.2493 0.2499

PreAt10 0.4405 0.0405 0.3130 0.3190
PreAt100 0.2017 0.0162 0.1452 0.1526
PreAt1000 0.0408 0.0050 0.0317 0.0335

Relax Evaluation
Max. Min. Avg. WATERLOO

Avg. Pre. 0.4165 0.0443 0.2806 0.2763
R-Pre. 0.4330 0.0526 0.3134 0.3262

PreAt10 0.5833 0.0619 0.4298 0.4381
PreAt100 0.2867 0.0293 0.2142 0.2248
PreAt1000 0.0660 0.0093 0.0513 0.0541

Table 2: Results of WATERLOO-C-C-
TDNC-01

Rigid Evaluation
Avg. Pre. 0.1764

R-Pre. 0.2118
PreAt10 0.2976
PreAt100 0.1198
PreAt1000 0.0257
Relax Evaluation

Avg. Pre. 0.2138
R-Pre. 0.2631

PreAt10 0.3952
PreAt100 0.1800
PreAt1000 0.0423

Table 3: Results of WATERLOO-C-C-C-03

4.2.3 WATERLOO-C-C-C-04

In this run, the query keywords are extracted
only from conc (C) field. The evaluation re-
sults are given in Table 4. The overall statis-
tics are not available.

4.2.4 Comparison

Figures 1 and 2 show the comparison results
in terms of Precision at 10, 100 and 1,000 for
the Run 1, 2 and 3 with respect to the Re-
lax and Rigid evaluations respectively. Each
figure contains three groups. In each group,
the first and second bars represent the results
from Run 1 and Run 2. The third bar repre-
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Rigid Evaluation
Avg. Pre. 0.1831

R-Pre. 0.2057
PreAt10 0.2595
PreAt100 0.1295
PreAt1000 0.0325
Relax Evaluation

Avg. Pre. 0.2406
R-Pre. 0.2727

PreAt10 0.3786
PreAt100 0.1967
PreAt1000 0.0530

Table 4: Results of WATERLOO-C-C-C-04

sents the results from Run 3.
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Figure 1: Precision at 10, 100 and 1000 for
Relax Evaluation

4.3 Discussion

Our work is most related to the work of Chen
[7]. There too it was proposed that Chinese
IR could be conducted without using a dictio-
nary. In their method, one first collects occur-
rence frequencies for uni-grams and bi-grams
from the corpus, and then uses a mutual in-
formation based criterion to segment Chinese
text [27]. To use mutual information, they
limit the word length to at most 2 characters.
Similarly, we also use the frequencies from the
corpus and also use mutual information dur-
ing the process. However, our work differs
from theirs in many respects [20, 21]. First
we do not limit the word length to 2 charac-
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Figure 2: Precision at 10, 100 and 1000 for
Rigid Evaluation

ters. The maximum word length could be set
arbitrarily to suit the application. In fact, our
best results are achieved when L = 3. Sec-
ond, the statistics we used were optimized by
an iterative EM process, which is guaranteed
to achieve at least a local optimum. This ap-
proach should be more reliable than the statis-
tics direct from the corpus. Our further ex-
periments on TREC data sets shows our EM
approach outperforms the mutual information
based approach under the same experimen-
tal environment setting (results are not shown
here).

Using EM for word segmentation has many
advantages, and has in fact been considered
in previous research [11, 22]. However, due to
the low segmentation accuracies these meth-
ods obtain, they still do not tend to be re-
garded as good methods for Chinese IR. How-
ever, we have shown that the accuracies ob-
tained by EM word segmentation is enough
to achieve good results in Chinese IR systems
[20].

However, our overall results are only
around the average. It is much worse than
the best results where query expansion and
interactive retrieval methods are used. In our
retrieval system, we did not use any query ex-
pansion and our keywords extraction is sim-
ple and completely automatically. Because
our previous experiments [21] show that EM
based word segmentation can achieve compa-
rable results to other segmentation methods,
we conjecture the the reason why our perfor-
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mance is not good here is due to the query
processing.

Figure 3 compares TDNC, C and D runs
in terms of average precision and R-precision
with respect to Relax evaluation. Figure 4
compares TDNC, C and D runs in terms of av-
erage precision and R-precision with respect
to Rigid evaluation. We can observe that the
results from the TDNC run are better than
the results from the C run or the D rune only.
This means the information provided by T (
Topic ) and N (Narr) fields can provide posi-
tive contribution to retrieval performance.
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Figure 3: Average Precision and R-Precision
for Relax Evaluation
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Figure 4: Average Precision and R-Precision
for Rigid Evaluation

Another thing worth pointing out is that
our results are far worse than those we got on
the TREC data sets [21]. Further investiga-
tion needs to be conducted.

5 Conclusions and Future
work

We have proposed a novel EM based method
for segmenting Chinese words for the pur-
poses of Chinese information retrieval, and
presented experimental results on recent NT-
CIR data. Our method has the advantages
of both the character based and dictionary
based methods, while overcoming many of
their shortcomings. However, our overall re-
sults on the NTCIR data set are not good.
We are analyzing our experimental results.

We have experimented with a single word
weighting strategy, and are currently investi-
gating alternative strategies involving word-
pair weighting, which can greatly increase the
performance [7, 14, 16]. Building a Chinese IR
system encompasses many research problems,
and the performance of such systems can be
influenced by several factors. As the over-
all NTCIR3 results show, keyword extraction
also plays an important role in IR systems.
Our current keyword extraction method is
very rough, and we are investigating more so-
phisticated extraction methods such as those
used in [7, 8].
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